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Contextualising cases

uActive learning is when students: 
uParticipate and engage in the learning process

uUse and apply knowledge

Spectrum of active learning

Jill Boylston Herndon.  Active Learning: An Overview (THE SIG workshop #3)



Why use cases?

u Understand key concepts, particularly
when there are several, complex ones

u Develop skills in applying concepts or methods

u Promote analytic thinking and interpretation

u Often done in groups, which:
uBuilds collaboration

uDraws on learners’ different experiences

uAllows in-depth exploration of ideas and views



Endless permutations

u Time:
u Short (e.g. less than 30 minutes)
u Long (e.g. over a day or so, or even a whole course!)

u Preparation required by learners:
uNone
uReading background material or other preparation

u Type of activity:
uRole-play
uGame
uProblem solving scenario
uNumber crunching and interpretation ….



Use your imagination

u Ideas for case studies sometimes come from 
seeing examples of what others have done
uMay not be entirely relevant to your context
uDevelop your own, but give credit

u Develop own ideas – not only are cases more 
engaging for learners, stimulating for teachers

u Always start from learning outcomes:
uWhat do you want your learners to know ?
uWhat do you want your learners to be able to do ?



Whirlwind tour of some examples

u Three main resources:
uTeaching materials 

repository

u IHEA YouTube channel

uBoston Pre-congress 
Sessions Playlist

uTeaching-related skills 
Playlist

uHandbook

u Some textbooks

https://healtheconomics.org/teaching-material-repository/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCocUu8iWasfmkgkUzDKJUcA/playlists


Insurance game (Jennifer Kohn)
u Boston pre-congress session video & handbook
u Either an insurer or a consumer
u Each customer has a ‘risk card’ 1-6
u Consumer gets sick if the roll of the dice gives 

their number or less

# Ratio Probability
1 1/6 17%
2 2/6 33%
3 3/6 50%
4 4/6 67%
5 5/6 83%
6 6/6 100%



Insurance game (Jennifer Kohn)

u Insurer sets premium

u Consumer decides if to buy insurance or pay out-
of-pocket if gets ill

u Aim: maximise $$ at end of each round

uCustomers: Start $ - premium or expenses = End $

u Insurers: Total premiums – Total expenses = Net profit

u Different scenarios of information and policy 
restrictions, including on pricing



Policy Round Information Pricing Other

Free Market, Perfect 
Information

Consumers must show risk 
cards to insurers.

Insurers can charge any price to 
any customer.

Consumers can choose NOT to 
purchase insurance.

Free Market, Asymmetric 
Information

Consumers do NOT have to 
show risk cards, but can 
choose to.

Insurers can charge any price to 
any customer.

Consumers can choose NOT to 
purchase insurance.

Free Market, Symmetric 
Uncertainty

Consumers receive risk 
cards AFTER they choose 
whether or not to purchase 
insurance.

Insurers can charge any price to 
any customer.

Consumers can choose NOT to 
purchase insurance.

Community Rating, 
Perfect Information

Consumers must show risk 
cards to insurers.

Insurers must charge the same 
price to all customers.

Insurers can refuse to sell insurance 
(pre-existing condition exclusion) and 
consumers can choose not to purchase 
insurance.

Community Rating, 
Perfect Information, 
Guaranteed Issue

Consumers must show risk 
cards to insurers.

Insurers must charge the same 
price to all customers.

Insurers MUST sell insurance to all 
willing customers, but consumers can 
choose not to purchase insurance.

Community Rating, 
Asymmetric Information, 
Guaranteed Issue, 
Individual Mandate

Consumers do NOT have to 
show risk cards, but can 
choose to do so.

Insurers must charge the same 
price to all customers.

Insurers MUST sell insurance to all 
willing customers.  Consumers MUST 
either buy insurance or pay a $1 000 
‘tax’.

Community Rating, 
Asymmetric Information, 
Guaranteed Issue, 
Individual Mandate, 
Mandatory preventative 
care coverage

Consumers do NOT have to 
show risk cards, but can 
choose to do so.

Insurers must charge the same 
price to all customers AND 
cover $150 in preventative care 
expenses with certainty in 
addition to the $5 000 expenses 
if the policy holder gets sick.

Insurers MUST sell insurance to all 
willing customers.  Consumers MUST 
either buy insurance or pay a $1 000 
‘tax’.



Role-plays

u Mobilising resources in a rural, low-income 
country context (Gilson et al.) - repository:
uGround in reality: economic, fiscal, demographic and 

health data and key health system challenges 
appropriate for context

uRole-plays are particularly useful for:
uDevelop critical analysis skills
uUnderstand different stakeholder perspectives
uDevelop insights into complexity of policy processes

u Noricum role-play (Florian Buchner - Handbook):
u Semester long role-play to experience complexity of 

reorganising a health system from different 
stakeholder perspectives



In pursuit of equity in health care 
(Heather Brown) – problem solving

Also see repository for rationing exercise by Tracey Sach



Understanding methodological concepts

u Michal Horny – Boston pre-congress session video







Using methodological tools critically

u Eliciting Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) valuations 
(Nancy Devlin) – see repository





Thoughtful number crunching and 
interpretation

u See “National Health Accounts and their use in
informing health sector reform” in repository



Suggestions for developing and using 
case studies
u Possibly start by using existing case studies (as 

is or adapt)
u IHEA repository “Creative Commons Attribution-

Share Alike License”:
uAttribution – credit the original source

uShare Alike – if adapt, must still credit the original 
source and share the amended version as an OER

u Start small when developing your own from 
scratch, and become more ambitious over time:
uStimulating and rewarding, but can be time-

consuming



Suggestions for developing case studies

u Use your imagination, but ground it in reality 
(contexts that learners can relate to)

u Develop facilitator’s notes and refine over 
time
uGood to plan in detail how to run exercise

uMakes it feasible for others to use your materials

u Pilot



Tips for using case studies

u Where it involves group work, facilitator(s) 
should circulate among physical (or virtual) 
groups to check understanding and answer any 
queries

u If work done in groups, good to have group 
report-backs:
uDifferent issues and ideas raised in different groups

u Important to summarise at the end to highlight 
key issues and relate back to learning outcomes


